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Price strategies employed by Santa Include: Price penetration: Santa uses 

this strategy (lowest possible price) for Jetsam and Jetsam international Full 

fares: for those wanting flexibility (important for business travelers) as full 

fares can be refund and changed. Promotional fares: these are not 

advertised as discount on the full fare I. E 20% off, but are quoted as price. 

They are usually offered in the economy cabin at times of subdued demand 

or to match competitors. 

Other promotional fares can be conditional such as: Departure time 

limitations: defines the period of departure which allows Santa to offer low 

cost Ares outside peak demand periods. Packages are sold as part of an 

inclusive holiday, which includes hotels, meals and transfers. Loss leading: 

Santa used this pricing strategy when it first launched Jetsam in May 2004 

and Jetsam international in November 2006 by introducing ridiculously low 

fares to gain initial market share. 

Recently, Santa offered fares In its Sydney-Melbourne rote as low as $1 9 to 

coincide with tiger’s airways entry. Place Distribution to potential customers 

is achieved by Santa in two ways, direct. Direct offers to the direct sales of 

products to the consumers via own retail outlets, through telephone sales 

centers, airport ticket sales and the internet. The internet is an emerging 

distribution channel for Santa, leisure travel booked via 67% of domestic 

booking and 31 % of International bookings. 

This saves Santa as much as $30. 00 per seat from call centers and travel 

agent fees. The website receives over 8. 4 million visits per month. The other

distribution channel is indirect using intermediaries through travel agents. 
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Santa has strong relationships with a number of other retail agency chains 

including American Express, Community Travel, light centre and Harvey 

World Travel Physical evidence Global marketing is the extension of 

marketing activities across national boundaries. 

Santa uses a number a global marketing strategies including: global 

branding, standardization and customization. Santa uses the same brand 

and logo globally (flying kangaroo). There strong global brands allow them to

increase their International revenues and growth and also helps to Improve 

margins by driving elements of the marketing mix, such as product design, 

brand name, packaging, striation and product positioning. 

This approach allows Santa to gain economies of scales from a global 

marketing mix; most of these marketing strategies are alliance based. 

Having alliances create a large range of global products for existing 

customers for example, the one world explorer fares, around the world fares.

Reciprocal frequent flyer programs, reciprocal lounge greater share of the 

market and of the premium customer segments in particular. Santa plans to 

use a customized marketing with its new premium airline in Japan. 

Santa will adjusts its marketing ix elements to suit this particular global 

target market, because it will be a premium airline it will focus its product on

up market comfort based features especially tailored business travelers. 

Positioning positioning in Santa refers to how their image relates to its 

competitors. Santa uses a variety of positing strategies to market their brand

name. Santa has positioned its company in relation to its competition by 

laughing Jetsam, its own no-frills carrier. This strategy has allowed Santa to 
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increase its market share by attracting the customers of the competing 

airline, virgin blue. 
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